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integrates  with other powerful Microsoft® Office applications, so that you can instantly access these applications via . It is
especially useful for PIC developers because  provides a  GUI. PIC Simulator IDE enables you to create simulation user

interface . The output of simulation user interface will be , which includes a human interface that represents the interface shown
in  on the right. You can also create  with . PIC Simulator IDE is able to monitor all the hardware status (the different operation
clocks,  and so on) via , which is very convenient for your development. When you (or the simulation user interface) register a

callback function (event) via , PIC Simulator IDE will be notified that the callback has been executed. This means that you
can use to execute some special functions when some special events happen, such as when an interrupt request (IRQ) is
triggered, or when a pin changes state (I/O mode changes, pin state changes, input changes, output changes, and so on).
The interface is built with , which means that PIC Simulator IDE can run under Windows OS of all the three (32/64 bit

OSes) versions. PIC Simulator IDE can run in two different modes: native mode, and GUI mode.  GUI mode is the default,
so it's convenient. When you (or the simulation user interface) register an event handler via , you can be notified when some

events (such as when an interrupt request (IRQ) is triggered, or when a pin changes state (I/O mode changes, pin state changes,
input changes, output changes, and so on)) take place, and you can use to execute some special functions (such as those

mentioned above). When you register an event handler via , you can be notified when the specified event occurs, and PIC
Simulator IDE will not use CPU cycles to notify you when the specified event occurs. It's a very good 82157476af
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